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SPOT COVER KITS

WIN AN AGRONOMIC

CoverSports USA announces its new Spot Cover Kits
designed to protect bases, pitching mounds, home plate, and
bullpens. Each spot
cover is made from
high-strength, long-lasting 1.6oz. reinforced
vinyl or 6 oz. polyethylene fabrics to stand up
to baking sun and
drenching rain.
Standard size spot
covers are available
from stock or
CoverSports can customize kits by shape, size, fabric and color. Available for hardball, softball and Little League fields. Stakes are included to
hold covers in place.

CONSULTATION

How would you like to have your own personal agronomist? Visit www.torosports.com before March 30 to complete a brief survey about your needs and you'll be registered to win a consultation from Toro, with Van Cline,
Ph.D., specifically about your sports field.
Dr. Cline will learn the background and history of your
turf with an emphasis on: soil conditions; species mix;
drainage; and management practices including mowing,
fertilization, irrigation, and aeration. Then, when your
. schedules allow, Dr. Cline will visit and look over your
sports field in person, talk over turf problems and concerns, and provide suggestions for improvements.
The winner will be announced on April 1, 2003.

CoverSports USA/800-445-6680
For information, circle 156 or
se~ www.oners.ims.ca/2077-156

Toro/952-888-8801
For information, circle 157 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2077-157

ELECTRIC WALKING

GREENS

MOWER

Jacobsen has introduced its new E-Walk all-electric walking
greens mower that has no oil, no hydraulic fluids, and no efissions
and is virtually noiseless. Independent, weather sealed, 48 V brushless
DC electric motors drive the unit: One controls ground speed while
the other gives the operator the ability to adjust clip frequency independent of the mower's ground speed.
The unit features a quick-release snap-in/snap-out sealed battery pack with an easy-to-read charge level indicator. The electronically balanced, l l-blade reel can deliver tournament quality height of cut. The ergonoinic design of the Operator
Presence Control increases operator comfort and control
while reducing fatigue.
Jacobsen Turf, Commercial and Specialty Equipment
888-922-TURF
For information, circle 155 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2077-155

http://www.sportsturfmanager.com
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